
IN OF MICE AND MEN THE USE OF LIGHT AND DARK

In Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men, the imagery of light and dark is used to deepen the themes of the normal. Sometimes
darkness or "light lifting".

She is a "tart", a "tramp", she is dangerous and brings only trouble to them because when she appears, their
"sunshine" is cut off. Steinbeck describes a rectangle of light gradually climbing the wall of the barn. This is
not what we are concerned with here, but rather with the art of planning. This shows that the light tries to get
in but never manages to penetrate the darkness. It is about a mouse which carefully builds a winter nest in a
wheat field, only for it to be destroyed by a ploughman. There is a parallel here with George and Lennie's
joyful fantasy of a farm of their own, and its all-too-predictable destruction at the end of the story. Now for the
best bit: exploring the evidence. Here the sunshine may represent bright things such as a better future or hope.
The outside sunshine is bright, the death of Curley's wife is dark, these two compose a direct contrast which
makes the setting full of sorrow. The combination of darkness and light here implies the loneliness and inner
heat of Crooks. The POINT sentence is the sentence you will use to make your points or at least, the
beginnings of them. Their efforts to realize this plan is just like the light trying to penetrate the darkness, but
their dream shatters at last, just like the dust inside. This is why revising is so important. Examples of POINT
sentences: The imagery of light and darkness is used toâ€¦ Steinbeck uses imagery of light and darkness toâ€¦
Images of light and darkness contribute to the novel byâ€¦ Obviously the ends of the point sentences will be
different, depending on what the point is. The fact that the hill tops are rosy after he has dies suggests that he
is better off dead and will be happier in heaven. Their efforts to realize this plan is just like the light trying to
penetrate the darkness, but their dream shatters at last, just like the dust inside. Crooks is a black and is
separated by the whites so he is very lonely. The light in Crooks' room is "meagre", this suggests that Crooks'
social position is like the meagre lightunimportant and easy to be neglected. It also shows that another new
day is on its way which means all those belong to yesterday will become the past. This shows that the light
tries to get in but never manages to penetrate the darkness.


